
Ring Dimmable wall light

Introduce：
Ring Dimmable wall light is simple and beautiful, light-
ing is comfortable and natural, and the use of simple 
geometric art to create a stylish lamp, It also creates a 
space with an artistic atmosphere.It is more popular 
with young people. Press switch control, knob dimming 
control, flexibly adjust your lighting needs. This lamp 
has high light transmittance,uniform and soft light 

effect,high temperature and anti-aging, durable and easy to clean.Perfect for decorative and gen-
eral lighting applications to create a warm and comfortable atmosphere.The ring light provide an 
ideal solution for applications such as bedroom,study and living room.
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Features & Benefits：
     Ring light body design, beautiful and simple
     Lighting is comfortable and natural
     Integrated molding, painting process
     Materials: Aluminum、Iron、 Silicone lampshade 
     IC isolated constant current driver
     Appearance optional：black or white 
     25000 hours lifespan

Application place：
Bedroom/Living room/Corridor/Porch/Study...

Available Sizes：

 DiameterType

9.8 Inch(250mm)Ring Dimmable wall light 11.0 Inch(280mm)

Height

B2.0 Inch(50mm)

Thickness

Thickness
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Technical Date:

Ring Dimmable wall light

Ring Dimmable wall lightLamp Type 

Rated Voltage

Rated Power 8W

220-240V

Declared Luminous Flux

Average Ra

Beam Angle  

Ra80

Color Temperature 3000K

120°

25000HAverage Life

Working Temperature

Material

Dimmable

UV PC Plastics、Aluminum

Yes

Displacement Factor--DF DF0.5

-10°(14°F)~40°C(104°F)

520lm

Environment IP20

Certificate CE/CB




